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 �
SLAVERY IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY

• Thailand is the world’s fourth 
 � largest seafood exporter, 
 � reaping over $6.5 billion in 
 � revenues a year. 
 �

• 40% of Thailand’s seafood exports 
 � go to the U.S. and EU. 
 �

• Over 200,000 migrants 
 � working on Thai fishing vessels 
 � are vulnerable to exploitation. 

• Migrant workers are subject to 
 � human trafficking, forced labour 
 � and debt bondage aboard 
 � fishing vessels and in seafood 
 � processing plants.

Thailand Hotspot overview  

 �

Program goal and objectives:

Goal: 
To reduce the prevalence of forced labour among migrant workers in the Thai seafood industry.

Objectives:
1. Incentivise and support the private sector to improve transparency and adopt ethical labour 
practices.

2. Strengthen civil society organisations to monitor the situation on the ground and to empower 
migrant workers.

3. Increase pressure on the Thai government to reform the regulatory framework, uphold migrant 
rights and challenge the impunity of traffickers.
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Throughout 2017, Thailand remained under significant international pressure to improve its record 
on combating trafficking in persons and on ‘illegal, unreported and undocumented’ (IUU) fishing.  
Despite efforts from the Thai government, the U.S. State Department confirmed Thailand’s ranking 
on the Tier 2 Trafficking in Persons (TIP) Watch List in June, and the EU maintained its Yellow Card 
warning to push for further improvement in fisheries management. 
 
Building on last year’s overhaul, efforts were made in 2017 to implement and enforce a set of 
regulations, including the Port-In-Port-Out (PIPO) inspection system of vessels across all coastal 
provinces; the registration of a large number of fishers aboard vessels and introduction of 
seaman’s cards; and limits on time-at-sea and on various types of gear.  Trawlers over 30 gross tons 
continued to be required to return to port every 30 days, and over 6,000 of these were equipped 
with vessel monitoring equipment. Transhipment of catch and/or crew remained forbidden. 
 

1. Operating context 
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There were significant regulatory changes with regard to migrant labour management.  In January, 
an amendment to the Trafficking Law introduced a mechanism for workers to change employers, 
as well as a set of measures to regulate labour brokers. A Ministerial decree stated that migrant 
workers can benefit from the social security pension system, even if the person no longer resides in 
Thailand.  However, June brought a bombshell in the form of the ‘Royal Proclamation on Managing 
the Work of Aliens’. This act reflected the government’s intention to bring all migrant workers under 
the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) system that had been established with its neighbouring 
countries.  

Previous attempts to regulate migrant labour had resulted in a confused system of about ten 
parallel statuses for migrant workers.  This new law imposes truly draconian fines and jail terms on 
both employers and migrant workers who violate the law. In the ensuing panic, many businesses 
simply shut down, often without paying wages or termination compensation. Between 100,000 
and 200,000 migrant workers flocked to the Myanmar and Cambodia borders with claims of 
widespread financial extortion from corrupt officials and intermediaries. Under pressure from 
business interests, the Prime Minister deferred implementation of the new law to 2018.
 
This flurry of regulatory activity is clearly motivated by a desire to show progress in addressing 
long-standing issues in the Thai seafood industry. However, implementation on the ground remains 
unsatisfactory, so the actual impact has been far more modest than the government claims.  A 2017 
ILO survey revealed that whilst seafood factory workers were treated better than fishers on boats, 
only 29% of the latter did not report indicators of forced labour in their work.1   
 
The reasons for this state of affairs are deep-rooted and complex. The government continues to 
try to manage migrant labour as a national security problem, resulting in ill-considered and highly 
authoritarian measures that are overly complex and expensive for the workers. Such measures 
encourage many workers to turn to brokers or traffickers to find work, which exposes them to the 
dangers of exploitation, debt and forced labour.
 
Access to the protections provided by law is also problematic. Government bureaucrats and 
law enforcers are often complicit in networks of patronage which often ensure protection for 
‘influential figures’ who profit from the status quo. Solicitation of bribes from employers and 
extortion of migrant workers is not uncommon. Labour inspectors are undermanned and lack skills 
in investigating labour exploitation. Trafficking victim identification is often haphazard and arbitrary, 
as are subsequent detentions and deportations. The government has recently increased the 
manpower and training for labour inspectors, but the effect has not yet trickled down in practice
 
In September, the National Fisheries Association of Thailand (NFAT) led fishermen and seafood 
traders across the country to stage a protest in 22 coastal provinces against the European Union. 
They argued that EU officials were trying to use IUU fishing regulations as a trade barrier rather 
than to preserve marine resources, which had resulted in destroying the Thai fishing industry over 
the past two years.

1 https://shiptoshorerights.org/wp-content/uploads/ilo-shiptoshore_A4-EN_2018-02-23_web-v2.pdf

https://shiptoshorerights.org/wp-content/uploads/ilo-shiptoshore_A4-EN_2018-02-23_web-v2.pdf


Over 20,000 migrant workers were provided with legal and social services 
Legal and social support remains a key component of the hotspot strategy and services provided 
by individual hotspot partners. This year, the scale of this support increased exponentially in 
response to the introduction of the Alien Worker Management Act in June, with over 9,000 
individuals supported in the quarter following its introduction.  

2,122 new migrant workers were directly engaged in freedom groups
Partners supported freedom groups at the community level or through workers’ groups at the 
workplace. These groups are further connected to other workers in migrant communities with 
whom they entertain ongoing contact and provide advice and information.

9 individuals were convicted of trafficking crimes in two cases
Six of these individuals were convicted in the now well-known Katang case. Whilst the number 
might appear small, both cases are strategically important: the Katang case has led to the 
recognition of debt as an element of forced labour; the second one recognised that cases of 
forced labour through coercion and use of violence and intimidation can be considered as 
trafficking under Thai laws. This case also yielded actual and full indemnity to victims for the first 
time in a trafficking case. These cases set a precedent which has the potential to benefit all migrant 
workers in forced labour in Thailand.
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2. Headline results

 � The Freedom Fund Thailand Hotspot - Impact Metrics

Lives impacted
16,402 

Community freedom group 
members supported

2,122

Convictions 
9

Beneficiaries accessing legal 
and social services

 21,468 



3. Addressing systemic drivers of slavery 
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Continuing to fill a gap in victim identification and support

There were 64 cases of forced and child labour at sea and on land this year, including individuals 
who had passed through the PIPO centres. This continues to raise concerns about the ability of 
newly introduced inspection systems to identify individuals in forced labour, especially minors. 
 
Reaching out to and organising workers

Under the Labour Relations Act, it is illegal for migrant workers to lead or establish trade unions. 
Migrants can only join Thai unions, which have been unwilling to represent the interests of migrant 
workers. These restrictions make it impossible for migrants to enter formal collective bargaining 
processes with their employers, and they reinforce the imbalance of power at the workplace. 
Hotspot partners are continuing to implement alternative strategies for reaching out to workers, 
providing them with the knowledge and skills to negotiate with employers and respond to labour 
rights violations. Community organising and engagement in representative welfare committees are 
emerging as two promising practices.
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Through outreach activities in migrant workers’ communities, partner organisations FED, LPN and 
MAP have connected several thousands of individuals with information and trained a portion of 
them to become community leaders and workers’ representatives. Through this approach, hotspot 
partners are able to overcome the legal restriction on migrant organising. Partners multiply their 
reach by training representatives to provide para-legal advice on labour disputes and support 
negotiations between migrant works and their employers. Some community leaders trained as 
para-legals and mentored by MAP and LPN are now able to provide independent advice.

In 10 provinces, LPN has mentored migrant leaders to learn about grievance procedures directly, 
provide immediate assistance and make assessments about whether to refer serious cases directly 
to LPN.

MWRN’s focus is on ensuring that welfare committees are able to properly represent workers 
during negotiations. MWRN participates in monthly meetings of the Thai Union Welfare committee 
and continues its active social dialogue with employers regarding the development of the welfare 
committee model.  MWRN also engaged with worker representatives from the Unicord and Golden 
Prize seafood factories and advised them on how to develop their welfare committee model.

Stella Maris engages fishers in their living quarters at port and through the provision of medical 
care in fisher centres. This has proven to be an effective way of reaching workers isolated at sea.

These strategies ensure that migrant workers are not left isolated, but they are not meant to replace 
official trade unions. The hotspot continues to advocate for reforms of the Labour Relations Act and 
for official trade unions. 
 
Gathering information from migrant workers to influence policy

In the aftermath of the announcement of the new migrant labour law in June 2017, around 
9,000 migrant workers reached out to the hotspot partners to seek advice and assistance on 
their individual cases. This created a significant burden for all organisations concerned, but it 
also enabled them to collect evidence about the consequences of the law on migrant workers. 
LPN used that data to advocate for the suspension of the implementation of the law through 
contributions to various media channels and by using their broad social media reach. Partners 
were then invited to voice these concerns at several meetings with the Prime Minister’s Office and 
Ministry of Labour representatives. These efforts contributed to the Prime Minister’s decision to 
defer implementation of the law for 180 days.
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Responding to corrupt practices at the local level

Across the partnership, local organisations have developed accountability mechanisms to ensure 
that corrupt practices at the local level are brought to light and remediated. For example, after 
observing that many migrants who were repatriated to Myanmar through official channels were 
then smuggled back into the country after bribes were requested by officials, FED worked with 
the Myanmar embassy to appoint a labour attaché in Ranong to jointly coordinate operations and 
ensure the end of the repatriation/re-smuggling racket in Ranong.
 
In the aftermath of the announcement of the new decree on Alien Worker Management, a member 
of the LPN network reported corrupt practices amongst authorities along border areas, including 
police and immigration officers extorting money and property from migrant workers who were 
fleeing the country. Facebook Live was used to expose corrupt authorities, and this report became 
widespread.  Officers in relevant sectors came to the LPN office for cooperation to eliminate the 
corruption.  As a result, police officers were fired and an immigration officer was investigated and 
reshuffled.
 
Support improvements in industry-led supply chain management efforts

The Seafood Task Force, which was set up in July 2014 following the Guardian’s exposé of forced 
labour in Thai seafood supply chains, brings together over 30 of the biggest seafood companies 
and global retailers in an industry-led alliance aimed at achieving “Supply Chain Oversight 
– people, product and process”. In 2017, Verite continued to provide technical expertise to 
the Seafood Task Force by engaging commercial members on implementing meaningful and 
systematic ways to independently validate progress against objectives. This effort is critically 
important as the credibility of the STF will be judged against its ability to achieve real progress 
against the Key Progress Indicators (KPIs) the Task Force publicly released in November 2017.2  

In addition, Verite is leading another critical area of work o through its sub-group on ‘Ethical 
Recruitment Oversight”. Debts accumulated by migrant workers at the beginning of their journey 
is a key element to their vulnerability to forced labour. Private sector companies need to show 
leadership in identifying an actionable path towards a no-fee labour recruitment process into the 
seafood sector. Building upon the expertise and good practice accumulated across the sector, 
Verite is providing tools and knowledge so the STF can achieve rapid and concrete progress 
towards that aim.
 
Outside of the STF, Fishwise also directly worked with seafood companies to advance their 
leadership and capacity to address human and labour rights issues in their supply chains. 
Fishewise also engaged the private sector through representative platforms like the Conservation 
Alliance for Seafood Solutions and the Coalition for Socially Responsible Seafood, working with 
them to improve social responsibility and sustainability in the seafood sector.3 

 
2 http://www.seafoodtaskforce.global/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Seafood-Task-Force-Multi-Stakeholder-Report-Nov-2017.pdf
3 https://fishwise.org/our-work/collaborations/conservation-alliance-for-seafood-solutions/
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Supporting advocacy at national, European and International level

In 2017, the hotspot sustained advocacy at multiple levels. The CSO Coalition for Ethical and 
Sustainable Seafood, coordinated by OXFAM, was set up to amplify the impact of the advocacy 
interventions delivered by locally-based organisations in Thailand. Recognising that forced labour 
is partly a result of illegal and overfishing, the coalition brings together environmental and labour 
rights members. This coalition will serve as a watchdog on government and private sector efforts to 
address IUU and forced labour in the Thai seafood industry.

The work of the CSO Coalition is supported by the Seafood Working Group, another coalition 
of international organisations coordinated by ILRF. During 2017, the Seafood Working Group 
continued to inform and influence various U.S. and EU executive bodies over progress made 
in relation to forced labour and provided expertise on the best ways to include human rights 
components in environmental standards and tools.

EJF4 and HRW have sustained their engagement with at the EU and within Thailand, pushing for 
a reform of the Labour Relations Act, ratification of ILO key instruments and improvement in the 
implementation of fisheries management regulations and labour rights protection. 

Issara Institute conducted a study focusing on vessel owners. Despite the very strategic position 
they occupy in finding long lasting solutions to forced labour on boats, little evidence is available 
on the challenges they face in implementing reforms and even less on findings ways to overcome 
challenges.5  
 
Leveraging opportunities from satellite monitoring of illegal fishing

The legal requirement to equip vessels above 30 gross tons with vessel monitoring systems (VMS) 
offers opportunities to increase visibility of vessel behaviour at sea. Building on this opportunity, 
we are partnering with Ocean Mind (formerly Catapult) to improve the compliance of vessels to 
fisheries management regulations. Through this technical partnership, Ocean Mind is working with 
the Thai Department of Fisheries (DoF) to collect, analyse and act upon data emerging from the 
Satellite monitoring of boat behaviour at sea. Through 24/7 monitoring, the DoF will be able to 
identify non-compliant boats, list them as being at risk and intervene to stop illegal practices.

4 https://ejfoundation.org/what-we-do/oceans/combating-seafood-slavery
5 https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/5bf36e_7a763895d9734ca49febd536ab2365c6.pdf 

https://ejfoundation.org/what-we-do/oceans/combating-seafood-slavery
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4. Enhancing civil society capacity 

Promoting better mental health provisions for survivors

Raks Thai Foundation mapped the services offered by shelters across Thailand by government and 
CSOs. Currently, there are eight Welfare Protection Centres for Victims of Trafficking operated by 
the government across the country.  Raks Thai Foundation recommended that all shelters should 
improve mental health and psychosocial services and customise them to fit the needs of individual 
victims.

Hotspot partners also generally noted the frequency of mental health problems among survivors, 
including symptoms of anxiety, depression, PTSD and substance abuse.  Freedom Fund 
commissioned a study to scope the resources, individuals and organisations with expertise in the 
field. The study found that the lack of knowledge, expertise and skills in mental health interventions 
for forced labour victims pose unique challenges. As a consequence, priority will be given to 
training hotspot partners’ staff in several areas identified by the study. In addition, collaboration will 
be sought with academic institutions, excellence centres under the Department of Mental Health, 
public health institutions and NGOs, with a view to creating a support network and better services 
for survivors.
 
Improving legal responses to cases of forced labour and exploitation 

The project profited from training and consultations with the Legal Aid Center on Human 
Trafficking (LAC) of SR Law. SR Law provided in-person capacity building trainings as well as 
consultations via phone, the Line application, Facebook and email.  SR Law also provided legal 
counselling services in 127 cases and legal representation for a portion of those. The quality of 
case data was improved through the development of an intake form available for first responders 
across the hotspot.
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5. Learning

An increasingly challenging context for grassroots organisations to engage in labour rights 
promotion and prevention of forced labour

The NFAT-led protest against the EU made it more difficult and sometimes dangerous for partners 
to engage migrant workers in communities that are closely monitored by local seafood business 
owners. In addition, local partners and the migrant workers they represent are facing increasing 
risks when reporting labour abuses as a result of the extensive use of criminal defamation laws 
by companies. Fourteen Myanmar workers are currently under trial for having brought claims 
of forced labour at a chicken farm, and two individuals from these organisations are currently 
facing criminal defamations charges where they face jail time and heavy financial penalties. The 
use of criminal defamation laws to silence individuals who bring labour rights violations to light 
represents a serious threat to improving supply chain management.
 
Seeking alternatives to judicial settlement of cases as a result of weak prospects for remediation

Many cases concerning wage disputes, workplace injuries or confiscated documents never reach 
the courts. In many of these instances, Freedom Fund partners act as advisors and mediators in 
negotiations with employers or in complaint procedures at government agencies. A large number 
of these cases have arrived at a resolution that was satisfactory to the workers, though some have 
met resistance from employer representatives, or were even threatened. There are immense power 
inequalities between migrant workers and their employers, as well as the powerful seafood sector 
that represents employers. Trafficking cases are also often hindered by the victims’ fear of powerful 
employers and the lengthy process that they might expose themselves to, without a guarantee of 
success or even as illustrated by the Betagro case,6  a risk of losing more. 

The judicial response to forced labour and trafficking in Thailand remains imperfect and victims 
often just prefer to return home. Several partners have noted that the burden of court costs, legal 
fees and the provision of shelter, livelihood and health services for extended periods represent a 
significant burden. Other logistical challenges include keeping track of victims who are migrants. 
The hotspot is endeavouring to bring capacity to support legal cases, use strategic litigation as a 
way to support change at the systemic level, train members of the judiciary and disclose evidence 
of the court system’s shortcomings.

6 https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/betagro-thammakaset-lawsuit-re-labour-exploitation-in-thailand?page=1

https://www.business-humanrights.org/en/betagro-thammakaset-lawsuit-re-labour-exploitation-in-thailand?page=1


Soe’s story 

A few years ago, a broker smuggled Soe into Thailand from Myanmar along with six other friends. 
Soe thought he was being hired to work at a wood factory, but he didn’t know that he’d been 
tricked. Forced labour and human trafficking are rampant in the Thai fishing industry, where 
migrant workers are often lured into situations of slavery aboard fishing vessels and in seafood 
processing plants. Soe was one of them.

Soe’s broker had promised him and his friends employment at a wood factory but instead 
smuggled them aboard a fishing boat. Suffering from seasickness and backbreaking labour, Soe 
and his friends were forced to work on the boat for two years and eight days. During those years 
Soe wasn’t paid, and he wasn’t allowed to go ashore. Soe finally escaped by jumping off the boat 
at night when it was docked to receive a shipment of fish. Eventually, he reached out to Freedom 
Fund partner Foundation for Education and Development (FED), who provided him with basic care, 
shelter and food following his ordeal. After one week in FED’s care, Soe decided to return home. 
FED kept in touch with Soe and helped him travel safely. Now 22 years old, Soe has returned home 
to Myanmar.

6. Case study
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